
CHAPTER 25

SYRIAC
Na‘ama Pat-El

1 INTRODUCTION

Syriac is a dialect of Late Aramaic, and was spoken in parts of today’s Syria, Eastern Tur-
key, Mesopotamia and Kerala, India. Its position is debated; most scholars consider it an 
Eastern dialect, along with Jewish Babylonian Aramaic and Mandaic (Chapter 26), while 
others consider it a central dialect, neither Eastern nor Western. During Late Antiquity, it 
spread far and wide, both eastwards and westwards, from its core area around the city of 
Edessa in Turkey. Syriac became the language of the main non-Greek branch of Eastern 
Christianity, although it is likely that it was only used as a literary language in part of 
this area. In the 5th century, as a result of the first council of Ephesus, the church split 
into the Jacobite church in the west and the Nestorian church in the east, a fact that will 
have ramifications for the writing system of Syriac. The use of Syriac slowly declined 
after the Arab conquest of the Middle East in the 7th century, but the language was still 
used as a liturgical language and was spoken in large pockets, especially in northern 
Iraq and southeastern Turkey (Map 25.1). It was the main vehicle of transferring Greek 
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philosophy and science into Arabic through Syriac Christian translators, either through 
intermediary Syriac translations of the Greek texts or directly from the Greek original to 
Arabic by Syriac-Arabic bilingual translators.

Among the pre-Modern Aramaic dialects, Syriac is the best attested. The most famous 
and best-studied texts in the language are bible translations, mainly the Peshitta Old Tes-
tament and New Testament. While most of the Syriac texts are theological, they belong to 
very different genres. There are biblical commentaries, hagiographies, letters, philosoph-
ical discussions, sermons and poetry. History is also frequently written as a theological 
text, either as a narrative or in epistolary style. Syriac has a rich and ancient grammatical 
tradition, covering grammar books, lexicons, which were written as part of a biblical 
exegetical tradition, and rhetorics and poetics. Finally, the Syrians were interested in the 
sciences, particularly medicine, astronomy and geography. They were less interested in 
more abstract sciences, such as mathematics. Classical Syriac ceased being used produc-
tively for writing no later than the 14th century.

Syriac has two “dialects,” which differ not only in their phonology (especially the 
vocalic inventory), but also in their choice of writing system (Mingana 1905). In this 
chapter, the West Syriac (Jacobite) tradition will be followed.

2 WRITING SYSTEM

Three writing systems are used to write Syriac, all of which are traced eventually to 
Phoenician. Estrangelɔ is the oldest and was used in all pre-8th-century manuscripts. The 
two other writing systems, Sertɔ (or Jacobite) and Nestorian (or Chaldean), are a result 
of a theological schism between the Western church (Monophysite or Jacobite) and the 
Eastern church (Nestorian) (Daniels 1996, Kiraz 2012: 214–18). The following is the first 
line of the pater noster in all three systems:

ʔabbu-n da-b-šmayyɔ netqaddaš šm-ɔk
father-1pl.poss  rel-in-heaven.mpl  be.blessed.pc.3msg  name.msg-2msg.poss

tite malkut-ɔk nehwe ṣebyɔn-ɔk
come.pc.3fsg kingdom.fsg-2msg.poss be.pc.3msg wish.msg-2msg.poss

Sertɔ
ܐܒܘܢ ܕܒܫܡܝܐ ܢܬܩܪܒ ܫܡܟ ܬܐܬܐ ܡܠܟܘܬܟ ܢܗܘܐ ܨܒܝܢܟ

Nestorian
ܐܒܘܢ ܕܒܫܡܝܐ ܢܬܩܕܫ ܫܡܟ ܬܐܬܐ ܡܠܟܘܬܟ ܢܗܘܐ ܨܒܝܢܟ

Estrangelɔ
ܐܒܘܢ ܕܒܫܡܝܐ ܢܬܩܪܒ ܫܡܟ ܬܐܬܐ ܡܠܟܘܬܟ ܢܗܘܐ ܨܒܝܢܟ

Not only do these different churches use unique writing systems, they also use a dif-
ferent vocalization system: the western tradition uses vowels based on Greek script (e.g., 
epsilon for /e/, iota for /i/, etc.; see Table 25.1), while the eastern tradition uses a com-
bination of dots above and below the letter. The eastern tradition also specifies vocalic 
length consistently. Most early texts, however, are not vocalized. Manuscripts do not mix 
systems, although Estrangelɔ may be used for headings.
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In all systems, 22 consonants are represented. Most letters have independent and 
connected variants (see Table 25.3). Some consonants are used to mark vowels: final e 
(Nestorian ē) and ɔ are marked with <ʔ>, i (Nestorian ī) in any position can be marked 
with <y> and back vowels are usually marked with <w>.

In addition, all systems use a complicated set of diacritic points to distinguish morpho-
logical homographs, such as plurals vs. singulars, perfect (kteb) vs. participle (kɔteb) etc. 
(see sample in Table 25.2). Additionally, the allophones of six consonants are optionally 
orthographically distinguished: a dot underneath them (rukkɔkɔ ‘soft’) signifies a frica-
tive allophone while a dot above (quššɔyɔ ‘hard’) marks a stop allophone (e.g., χ vs. k, 
θ vs. t etc.). As the fricative allophone is a result of a preceding vowel, indicating these 
allophones supplies important information about the morphology of the form.

As Syriac frequently uses historical spelling, some letters which are not pronounced 
synchronically are marked with a narrow horizontal line above them, called linea occul-
tans. In this chapter, such quiescent consonants will not be represented, e.g., when hwɔ is 
clitic, it will be represented as =wɔ. The 1c.poss, which is only indicated in writing but is 
not pronounced, will be indicated in paranthesis -(y).

TABLE 25.1 VOWELS

eASt weSt

a ܲܒ ܰܒ
ɔ ܵܒ ܳܒ
e ܸܒ ܶܒ
ē ܹܒ
i ܼܝܒ  ܺܒ
o ܿܘܒ
u ܼܘܒ ܽܒ

TABLE 25.2 DIACRITICS

syɔme ܡܕ̈ܝܢܬܐ mdinɔtɔ
linea occultans ܡܕܝܢ̱ܬܐ mdittɔ
rukkɔkɔ ܛܼܒܐ ṭɔbɔ
quššɔyɔ ܛܿܒܐ ṭebbɔ

TABLE 25.3 THE ALPHABET

trAnSliterAtion square aramaiC neStoriAn sertɔ estranGelɔ w-Syr. nAme

ʔ א ܐ ܦܐ ܐܦ ܐ ܦܐ ܐܦ ܐ ܦܐ ܐܦ ʔɔlap
b ב ܒ ܦܒ ܒܦ ܒ ܦܒ ܒܦ ܒ ܦܒ ܒܦ bet
g ג ܓ ܦܓ ܓܦ ܓ ܦܓ ܓܦ ܓ ܦܓ ܓܦ gɔmal
d ד ܕ ܦܕ ܕܦ ܕ ܦܕ ܕܦ ܕ ܦܕ ܕܦ dɔlat

(Continued)
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trAnSliterAtion square aramaiC neStoriAn sertɔ estranGelɔ w-Syr. nAme

h ה ܗ ܦܗ ܗܦ ܗ ܦܗ ܗܦ ܗ ܦܗ ܗܦ he
w ו ܘ ܦܘ ܘܦ ܘ ܦܘ ܘܦ ܘ ܦܘ ܘܦ waw
z ז ܙ ܦܙ ܙܦ ܙ ܦܙ ܙܦ ܙ ܦܙ ܙܦ zen
ḥ ח ܚ ܦܚ ܚܦ ܚ ܦܚ ܚܦ ܚ ܦܚ ܚܦ ḥet
ṭ ט ܛ ܦܛ ܛܦ ܛ ܦܛ ܛܦ ܛ ܦܛ ܛܦ ṭet
Y י ܝ ܦܝ ܝܦ ܝ ܦܝ ܝܦ ܝ ܦܝ ܝܦ yud
k כ/ך ܟ ܦܟ ܟܦ ܟ ܦܟ ܟܦ ܟ ܦܟ ܟܦ kɔp
l ל ܠ ܦܠ ܠܦ ܠ ܦܠ ܠܦ ܠ ܦܠ ܠܦ lɔmad
m מ/ם ܡ ܦܡ ܡܦ ܡ ܦܡ ܡܦ ܡ ܦܡ ܡܦ mim
n נ/ן ܢ ܦܢ ܢܦ ܢ ܦܢ ܢܦ ܢ ܦܢ ܢܦ nun
s ס ܣ ܦܣ ܣܦ ܣ ܦܣ ܣܦ ܣ ܦܣ ܣܦ semkat
‘ ע ܥ ܦܥ ܥܦ ܥ ܦܥ ܥܦ ܥ ܦܥ ܥܦ ʕe
p פ/ף ܦ ܦ ܦ pe
ṣ צ/ץ ܨ ܦܨ ܨܦ ܨ ܦܨ ܨܦ ܨ ܦܨ ܨܦ ṣɔde
q ק ܩ ܦܩ ܩܦ ܩ ܦܩ ܩܦ ܩ ܦܩ ܩܦ ḳɔp
r ר ܪ ܦܪ ܪܦ ܪ ܦܪ ܪܦ ܪ ܦܪ ܪܦ reš
š ש ܫ ܦܫ ܫܦ ܫ ܦܫ ܫܦ ܫ ܦܫ ܫܦ šin
t ת ܬ ܦܬ ܬܦ ܬ ܦܬ ܬܦ ܬ ܦܬ ܬܦ taw

TABLE	25.3	 (CONTINUED)

3 PHONOLOGY

3.1 Consonants

Syriac has 22 consonants, listed in Table 25.4. Its phonological system reflects a number 
of consonantal mergers. The following changes from Proto-Semitic are attested; some of 
these should be dated to earlier dialects:

• The PS interdentals merged with the dentals during Official Aramaic: *ð, *d > d; *θ, 
*t > t; *θ ̣, *ṭ > ṭ.

• The PS velar fricatives merged with the pharyngeals in the Eastern Late Aramaic 
dialects as late as the first century CE: *ʕ, *γ > ʕ; *ḥ, *χ > ħ.

• The PS alveolar lateral merged with its non-lateral counterpart in Old Aramaic: *ɬ, *s > s.
• The PS glottalic alveolar lateral, which in Old Aramaic was written with the letter 

used for the glottalic velar, /k’/, merged with the voiced pharyngeal during Official 
Aramaic: *ɬ’, *ʕ > ʕ.

Stops have fricative allophones, in any position other than (historically) initial syl-
labic margin, for example: ktab [kəθav] ‘he wrote’, where /k/ at the initial margin is a 
stop, but /t/ and /b/ are fricatives, vs. nektob [neχ.tov] ‘he writes’, where /k/ and /b/ are 
on the final margins and so are fricatives, while /t/ is in initial margin and therefore is 
a stop. Spirantization is blocked by gemination; this rule applies across morphological 
boundaries. Historically, fricative allophones were found postvocalically, but due to pho-
nological processes resulting in vowel deletion, this rule no longer reflects the allophony 
in Syriac. One effect of vowel deletion is that stops and fricatives may synchronically 
occupy the same slot, e.g., dahbɔ [dah.vɔ] ‘gold’ vs. malkɔ [mal.kɔ] (Edzard 2001). This 
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TABLE	25.4	 THE	CONSONANTAL	INVENTORY	OF	SYRIAC	(IPA	IN	SQUARE	BRACKETS)

BilABiAl dentAl lAterAl AlveolAr PAlAtAl PAlAto- 
AlveolAr

velAr PhAryngeAl glottAl

Stop p b t d ṭ [t’] k g q [k’] ʔ
Nasal    m   n
Trill    r
Fricative s z ṣ [s’] š [ʃ] ḥ [ħ] ʕ h
Approx.    w l y [j]

inconsistency reflects the original syllabification of such words (in this case * ðahab vs. 
*malk). Thus, the occurrence of fricative and stop allophones is not completely phonolog-
ically predictable, and in some cases they form minimal pairs: ḥdi-t [χðiːθ] rejoice.sc-1sg 
‘I rejoiced’ vs. ḥdi-t [χðiːt] rejoice.sc-2msg ‘you rejoiced’.

The glottal stop, although represented in the writing system, is only a marginal phoneme, 
and is lost in final position, e.g., saggi ‘tall’ (< saggiʔ, √sgʔ). In medial position, especially 
intervocalically, it shifts to a glide, e.g., sɔnyɔ ‘hate.ptcp.fsg’ (<√snʔ), or disappears all 
together, e.g., sɔnɔ ‘hate.ptcp.msg’ (<√snʔ). In initial position, it may be pronounced when it 
is not preceded by any proclitic element; otherwise, it is lost, e.g., ʔalɔhɔ ‘god’, but l-alɔhɔ 
‘to god’. There are, however, many words where the initial glottal stop is not pronounced; 
this is especially common when it is followed by schwa, e.g., nɔšɔ ‘man’ (< ʔnɔšɔ; the word 
may be written with a glottal stop marked with a linea occultans). The glottal stop remains 
in medial position when geminated, e.g., šaʔʔel ask.sc.3msg ‘he asked’.

The fricative pharyngeals exhibit some peculiarities. No more than one such phoneme 
can occur in a word. In words with two etymological ʕ, the first shifts to a glottal stop, 
e.g., *ɬ’alʕ ‘rib’ > Aramaic ʕalʕ > Syriac ʔalʕ-. At a later stage, this has also happened in 
the vicinity of a fricative glottal, e.g., ʔuhdɔnɔ ‘memory’ (< √ʕhd).

The fricative glottal is lost in non-initial position, e.g., hwɔ be.sc.3msg ‘he was’, but 
kɔteb=wɔ write.ptcp.msg=be.sc.3msg ‘he was writing’.

3.2 Vowels

The consonantal system is largely shared by all dialects, but they differ when it comes to 
vowels. The Jacobite writing tradition marks five vowels: a, ɔ, e, i, u, a result of mergers 
of ě, i > i and o, u > u, which resulted in a system with no real length distinction. /o/ can 
still be found in Greek loan words. The Nestorian writing tradition marks seven vowels, 
and length is a feature of both /a/ and /e/: a, aː, e, eː, i, u, o. Schwa is not phonemic and 
is not marked in either tradition but is part of the system and is used to break consonant 
clusters. In this chapter the Jacobite tradition is used.

Diphthongs are ay [aj] (e.g., ʔitayn ‘we are’; see Table 25.17), aw (e.g., qraw ‘they 
called sc.3mpl’) and ɔy (e.g., qɔymin ‘they stand ptcp.mpl’).

3.3	 Syllabification	and	stress

Syllables in Syriac may begin with one or two consonants (CC), are open or closed (CVC, 
CV) and are short or long (CVː, CV̆); long vowels in closed syllables are permissible 
(CVːC). No CCC- clusters are allowed within a syllable. If a word begins with CC-, any 
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preceding proclitic particle, such as the conjunction w-, the relative d- and the preposition 
l-, must take the vowel /a/, e.g., wa-ktab [wa-χ.tθav] and-write.sc.3msg ‘he wrote’.

Typically, stress falls on the ultimate, if it is closed, e.g., ketbet [keθ.ˈbeθ] ‘I wrote’. 
Otherwise, stress falls on the penultimate, e.g., ktɔbɔ [ˈkəθɔ.vɔ] ‘script’.

4 MORPHOLOGY

By and large Syriac reflects a fairly typical Aramaic morphology, but a number of import-
ant innovations are starting to emerge, primarily in the verbal system.

4.1 Pronouns

Subject pronouns have independent and suffixal forms. The independent forms can 
be used with any type of predicate. The suffixal forms are attached to non-verbal 
predicates, such as participles, nominals, pronouns and prepositions, and function as 
the subjects. The morphosyntax of 3rd person suffixal pronouns is different than that 
of 1st and 2nd pronouns; the singular forms cannot function as subjects (see Table 
25.16), and the plural forms are not phonetically clitic (Table 25.5). The 3rd person 
plural forms can be used as subjects of non-verbal predicates but also as object pro-
nouns. Additionally, the 3msg suffix is used to mark the predicate in a cleft construc-
tion (see §5.2).

Possessive pronouns have alternating forms depending whether their host in the “abso-
lute” state (see §4.5.1) ends with a consonant or a diphthong. In practical terms, it means 
that most singular as well as feminine plural nouns take one set of pronouns (Table 25.6, 
on “singular” nouns) and masculine plural nouns, which typically end with -ay, take 
another (Table 25.6, on “plural” nouns). This distribution, however, is not synchronically 
predictable, as the form of the plural suffix on nouns is not assigned purely on the basis of 

TABLE 25.5 PERSONAL PRONOUNS

SingUlAr PlUrAl

indep. suff. indep. suff.
1c ʔenɔ =nɔ ḥnan/naḥnan =nan
2m ʔatt =att ʔatton =ton
2f ʔatt(y) =att(y) ʔatten =ten
3m hu =u/w hennon ʔennon
3f hi =i hennen ʔennen

TABLE 25.6 POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS

on “SingUlAr” noUnS on “PlUrAl” noUnS

Sg Pl Sg Pl

1c -(y) -an -ay -ay-n
2m -ɔk -kon -ay-k -ay-kon
2f -ek(y) -ken -ay-k(y) -ay-ken
3m -eh -hon -a-w(hy) -ay-hon
3f -ɔh -hen -eh -ay-hen
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gender (see §4.5.1), and non-plural forms may also end with a diphthong. For example, 
some prepositions may take the “singular” set, e.g., ʕam-ɔk (with-2msg.poss) ‘with you’, 
and some the “plural” set, e.g., ʕal-ayk (on-2msg.poss) ‘on you’.

1sg on “singular” nouns is not pronounced, but is regularly represented in writing as -y. 
Thus, lwāt-(y) ‘towards me’ is pronounced like the basic lexeme [ləwɔθ].

The possessive pronoun agrees with the possessor of its host, not with the host; thus, 
ḥasyut-ɔk ‘your holiness’ is a fsg noun ‘holiness’ with a 2msg pronoun in agreement with 
the possessor, ‘you.msg’.

Most object pronouns (Table 25.7) are identical to their corresponding possessive pro-
nouns, with a few notable exceptions. 1sg has different pronouns for possessive, -(y), and 
object, -an. Additionally, there are no 3rd person plural object suffixes; instead, indepen-
dent demonstratives are used (see Table 25.5).

4.2 Demonstratives

There are two sets of demonstratives, distal and proximal (Table 25.8). They are most 
commonly positioned after their nominal head, but may also be found before it, primarily 
in fixed phrases (§5.1).

4.3 Interrogatives

Most interrogatives in Syriac do not inflect. 3rd person singular pronouns and demonstra-
tives can be attached to interrogatives, e.g., man hu > manu ‘who is he?’

ʔaykanɔ ‘how?’
ʔemmat ‘when?’
man ‘who?’
mɔ / mɔn / mɔnɔ ‘what?’

TABLE 25.7 OBJECT PRONOUNS

After c- After v-

Sg Pl Sg Pl

1c -an(y) -an -n(y) -n
2m -ɔk -kon -k -kon
2f -ek(y) -ken -k(y) -ken
3m -eh ʔennon -w(hy) ʔennon
3f -ɔh ʔennen -h ʔennen

TABLE 25.8 DEMONSTRATIVES

ProximAl diStAl

singular m hɔnɔ/hɔn haw
f hɔde hɔy

plural m hɔllen hɔnnon
f hɔnnen
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Only one interrogative shows basic inflection; it is traditionally referred to as an interrog-
ative demonstrative:

msg ʔaynɔ, fsg ʔaydɔ, pl ʔaylen ‘which’.

4.4 Relative

The relative is an uninflected marker d-, which is proclitic on a host. The inflection of the 
relative is achieved periphrastically through a preceding demonstrative or interrogative 
(see §5.5).

4.5 Nominals

4.5.1 Inflection

Nouns in Syriac have two genders (masculine and feminine), two numbers (singular and 
plural) and three states (absolute, construct and emphatic). Feminine gender is mostly 
marked with a suffix -t- before the emphatic ending. Table 25.9 exemplifies the basic 
inflection of the adjective ‘good’, from a common Semitic pattern *qaṭṭīl:

This is as a rule true for adjectives, which inflect regularly; substantives, however, vary 
significantly. Many common feminine nouns do not have an explicit feminine ending, 
such as ʔemmɔ ‘mother’, ʔarʕɔ ‘earth’, kipɔ ‘stone’, etc. Several nouns can have both 
genders, e.g., zabnɔ ‘time’ and ḥarbɔ ‘sword’. The plural suffixes, fpl -ɔtɔ and mpl -e, 
are likewise predictable primarily for adjectives and participles. Nouns typically follow 
suit, yet there are many exceptions: yawmɔ ‘day.msg’ ~ yawm-ɔtɔ ‘days.m-pl’ vs. ʕaynɔ 
‘eye.fsg’ ~ ʕayn-ē ‘eyes.f-pl’.

Historically, nominal states reflect the basic morphosyntax of the noun, namely 
whether it is independent (‘absolute’ state), carries a dependent (‘construct’ state), or is 
definite (‘emphatic’ state). As the definite article is no longer functional in this Aramaic 
dialect, the default form of the substantive is essentially the emphatic. The change has 
created a syntactically conditioned distribution, especially with adjectives: the absolute 

TABLE 25.9 NOMINAL INFLECTION

ABSolUte conStrUct emPhAtic

msg šappir šappir šappir-ɔ
fsg šappir-ɔ šappir-at šappir-tɔ
mpl šappir-in šappir-ay šappir-e
fpl šappir-ɔn šappir-ɔt šappir-ɔtɔ

TABLE 25.10 STATES AND THEIR FUNCTION

StAte exAmPle (fSg) originAl fUnction SyriAc fUnction

Absolute biš-ɔ ‘bad’ indefinite predicate, adverb
Construct biš-at head of a nominal chain head of a nominal chain
Emphatic biš-tɔ definite citation form
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form is used primarily to mark predicative and adverbial functions, the construct form is 
used to mark a head noun in a nominal chain, and the emphatic state is used for all other 
functions (Table 25.10).

4.5.2 Patterns

Many Semitic patterns are attested in Syriac; however due to vowel reduction, several of 
them fell together and may not be distinguished synchronically.

The reflexes of the Semitic monosyllabic patterns (*qaṭl, *qiṭl, *quṭl) appear respec-
tively as qaṭlɔ (e.g., ʔarʕɔ ‘land’), qeṭlɔ (e.g., seprɔ ‘book’) and quṭlɔ (e.g., ʔurḥɔ ‘road’). 
Due to vowel reduction, a pattern based on the Semitic pattern *qatVl also appear as 
qaṭlɔ, where spirantization may point to the original pattern (e.g., ḥalbɔ ‘milk’ < *ħalab, 
but katpɔ ‘shoulder’ < *katp). Other common patterns are as follows:

qɔṭlɔ (< *qāṭvl): ʕɔlmɔ ‘eternity’;
qṭɔlɔ (< *qvṭāl): qrɔbɔ ‘war’;
qaṭṭɔlɔ (< *qaṭṭāl): ḥayyɔṭɔ ‘tailor’ (mostly professions);
qaṭṭilɔ (< *qaṭṭīl): rakkik ‘soft’ (mostly adjectives).

There are very few patterns with geminated third root radical, e.g., prakkɔ ‘(non-Chrisian) 
altar’.

In addition to vocalic patterns, several suffixes are also used. The most common 
nominal suffix is -ɔn-, which can be used to derive adjectives from substantives (e.g., 
šmayyɔnɔ ‘heaven > heavenly’) or adjectives from participles (e.g., mʕaddərɔnɔ ‘protect-
ing, helping > protector’). The feminine counterpart carries the ending -ɔnitɔ.

Syriac has additionally a small set of reduplicated patterns (e.g., šlamləmɔ ‘perfect’ < 
*šalamlam-).

4.5.3 Numerals

Syriac uses a decimal system. Cardinal numerals are nouns, and have a masculine and 
feminine forms for each number. Except for the numbers 1 and 2, the masculine numerals 
look morphologically feminine (Table 25.11).

The second decade is constructed of the single number in construct followed by the 
decade of the opposite gender, e.g., m ʔarbəʕat-ʕsar, f ʔarba-ʕesre ‘14’. The tens are not 
gendered; they are constructed from the basic number with the plural absolute suffix *-in 
(see Table 25.8): tlɔt-in ‘30’, ʔarbʕ-in ‘40’, ḥamš-in ‘50’ etc. The only exception is ‘20’, 
which is the plural of the numeral ‘10’, not ‘2’: ʕešr-in.

TABLE 25.11 INFLECTION OF THE FIRST DECADE

M F M F

1 ḥad ḥdɔ 6 šəttɔ/ʔešəttɔ šet
2 tren tarten 7 šabʕɔ šbaʕ
3 tlɔtɔ tlɔt 8 tmɔnyɔ tmɔne
4 ʔarbəʕɔ ʔarbaʕ 9 tešʕɔ tšaʕ
5 ḥamšɔ ḥammeš 10 ʕesrɔ ʕsar
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When referring to countable nouns, cardinal numerals will usually assume a construct 
state, e.g., ʔarbʕat ruḥe ‘the four directions’. With the exception of ‘1’, the first decade 
can take pronominal suffixes to refer to number of members in a group, e.g., ḥamšɔtay-n 
‘we five.m’, ḥamšɔtay-hon ‘the five.m of them’ etc.

Ordinal numbers, with the exception of ‘first’ and ‘second’, take the adjectival pattern 
qṭilɔyɔ, e.g., tlitɔyɔ ‘third’, rbiʕɔyɔ ‘fourth’, etc. To express ‘first’, an adjective from the 
root √qdm ‘to be early, before’ is used: qadmɔyɔ. The ordinal ‘second’ uses a different 
pattern, with the adjectival ending -ɔnɔ (see §4.5.2): m trayyɔnɔ, f trayyɔnitɔ.

4.6 Verbs

The verbal system of Syriac is rich, containing both inherited forms and a number of 
innovative paradigms.

4.6.1 Tense/aspect

Syriac has two finite paradigms and two non-finite paradigms that form part of its tense 
system.

1 Past: Suffix conjugation, marking past tense: ktab-t ‘you.msg wrote’ (Table 25.11).
2 Future: Prefix conjugation, marking future tense: te-ktob ‘you.msg will write’ 

(Table 25.12).
3 Present: Active participle with a clitic subject suffix, marking present: (kɔteb-att >) 

kɔtb=att ‘you.msg are writing’ (Table 25.14).
4 Present copula: An existential particle with a clitic possessive suffix: ʔit-ayk ‘you.msg 

are’ (Table 25.15).

To all these, a clitic inflected form of the verb hwɔ ‘to be’ in the suffix conjugation, =wɔ 
(pst), can be added, to mark relative past, mood or Aktionsart (see Table 25.12):

• suffix conjugation > pluperfect / past background: ktab-t=way-t write.sc-2msg= 
be.sc-2msg ‘you.msg had written’

• prefix conjugation > hypothetical / iterative: te-ktob=way-t 2msg-write.pc=be.sc-2msg 
‘you.msg should have been writing’

• active participle > past frequentative: kɔteb=way-t write.ptcp.msg=be.sc-2msg 
‘you.msg were writing’

• copula > past: ʔit-ayk=way-t exist-2msg=be.sc-2msg ‘you.msg were’

TABLE	25.12	 PAST	EXPONENT	(pst)

SingUlAr PlUrAl

1c =we-t =way-n
2m =way-t =way-ton
2f =way-t(y) =way-ten
3m =wɔ =wa-w
3f =wɔ-t =wa-y
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4.6.2 Gender/number/person inflection

The prefix and suffix conjugations inflect for number-gender-person. These are marked as 
suffixes for the suffix conjugation, and as person prefixes and gender-number suffixes for 
the prefix conjugation (Table 25.11; the root used as an example is √qṭl ‘kill’).

1 The base of the suffix conjugation is the 3msg (qṭal- or qṭel), except for the 1sg and 
3fsg, which have a different stem (qeṭl-). Due to vowel reduction and subsequent 
deletion, some of the forms are identical, namely, 3msg, 3mpl and 3fpl. Some forms 
have an archaic orthographic variant, which is used to distinguish them in writing 
(marked here in parenthesis); their pronunciation is not affected. Thus, the suffix 
conjugation shows syncretism of the genders of the 2nd person singular, and the 
genders of the 3rd person plural.
 The suffix conjugation (Table 25.13) is used primarily to mark past tense events 
broadly speaking, or the relative past. It is additionally conditioned by certain subor-
dination markers, like mɔ d- ‘when’ and men d- ‘since’. It can be used as a hypothet-
ical or irrealis in certain contexts.

2 For the prefix conjugation, person-gender is primarily marked as a prefix while 
number-gender is primarily marked as a suffix. The base of the prefix conjugation 
in the basic verbal stem has a thematic vowel between R2 and R3, which is a reflex 
of an older system, where roots showed different vocalic patterns depending on their 
semantics. The thematic vowel -o- of ʔeqṭol ‘I will kill’ is a reflex of the West Semitic 
*-u- (*ʔiḳtul), marking active transitive verbs. The vowel is syncopated in forms with 
number-gender suffixes, e.g., ne-qṭl-un 3-kill.pc-mpl ‘they (m) will kill’. An innovation 
in Eastern Aramaic resulted in syncretism between 3msg and 1pl, ne-qṭol.
 The prefix conjugation is used primarily for the future, both immediate (futur 
proche) and distant. It is also used for modal expressions, like wish, requests and 
commands. It is used in complement clauses of verbs of speaking, causation, cogni-
tion and experience.

TABLE	25.13	 THE	SUFFIX	CONJUGATION	(sc)

SingUlAr PlUrAl

1c qeṭl-et qṭal-n
2m qṭal-t qṭal-ton
2f qṭal-t(y) qṭal-ten
3m qṭal qṭal-(w)
3f qeṭl-at qṭal-(y)

TABLE	25.14	 THE	PREFIX	CONJUGATION	(pc)

SingUlAr PlUrAl

1c ʔe-qṭol ne-qṭol
2m te-qṭol te-qṭl-un
2f te-qṭl-in te-qṭl-ɔn
3m ne-qṭol ne-qṭl-un
3f te-qṭol ne-qṭl-ɔn
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 Synchronically the imperative is related to the prefix conjugation; namely, the 
thematic vowel of both forms is the same. The base of all imperative forms is 2msg 
qtol- with gender-number suffixes. Orthographically, the different forms are distinct, 
but their pronunciation is identical. The plural has a secondary form which is distinct 
in pronunciation (though it is rarely used) (Table 25.15).

3 The present tense is based on a nominal form, the active participle, which inflects for 
gender-number in the “absolute” state (see §4.6.3). Person marking is supplied by a 
suffixed subject clitic (see Table 25.5), with the exception of the 3rd person, which while 
it retains its nominal gender-number inflection, typically remains unmarked for per-
son. Because the base is nominal and inflects for gender-number, even the 1st person is 
marked for gender, unlike the case for other verbal paradigms, as shown in Table 25.16. 
The subject clitic can be orthographically attached to the participle, or written separately.
 This construction is used to mark the present, both simple and continuous. It may 
also be used for the future, instead of the pc. Introduced by w- ‘and’ after the sc, it 
can be resultative. The participle of the verb ʔmar ‘say’ introduces speech acts in the 
past, but otherwise the participle is not typically used in narratives.
 For a few active transitive verbs, this construction is also possible with passive 
participles; e.g., dkīr=nɔ remember.ptcp.pass.msg=1sg ‘I remember’.

4 The copula (Table 25.17) is based on the existential particle (exist), which is an 
uninflected form. When it is used as a copula, pronominal possessive suffixes (the 
set attached to “plural” nouns; Table 25.7) mark person-number-gender.

TABLE	25.15	 THE	IMPERATIVE	(imp)

SingUlAr PlUrAl

m qṭol qṭol-(w)
qṭol-un

f qṭol-(y) qṭol-(y)
qṭol-en

TABLE 25.16 THE ANALYTIC PRESENT TENSE

SingUlAr PlUrAl

1m qɔṭel=nɔ qɔṭl-in=nan
1f qɔṭl-ɔ=nɔ qɔṭl-ɔn=nan
2m qɔṭl=att qɔṭl-in=ton > qɔṭl-it=ton
2f qɔṭl-(ɔ)=att(y) qɔṭl-ɔn=ten > qɔṭl-ɔt=ten
3m qɔṭel qɔṭl-in
3f qɔṭl-ɔ qɔṭl-ɔn

TABLE 25.17 THE COPULA

SingUlAr PlUrAl

1m ʔitay ʔitay-n
2m ʔitay-k ʔitay-kon
2f ʔitay-k(y) ʔitay-ken
3m ʔit-aw ʔitay-hon
3f ʔit-eh ʔitay-hen
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4.6.3 Verbal stems

Tables 25.12–25.15 show inflections of the basic stem, known as G (from German Grund-
stamm). This stem, semantically unmarked, has two subtypes: “active,” with sc in a, and 
sc in o (ktab ~ nektob ‘write’); and “stative,” with sc in e, and sc in a (kpen ~ nekpan ‘be 
hungry’). Synchronically, this devision is mostly lexical.

Overall, Syriac has three morphologically distinct active verbal stems, G, D (for Dou-
ble, with R2 gemination) and C (for Causative) (Table 25.18), and three corresponding 
passive-reflexive stems, Gt, Dt and Ct. The latter are marked with a prefix ʔet-, on a base 
which keeps the morphological stamp of the active form (gemination for the intensive, 
and a prefix ʔa- for the causative).

Historically, all active stems were semantically derived from G; however, in Syriac the 
relationship between the various active forms is not always transparent, and some roots 
do not occur in G at all. The semantic functions associated with these stems in earlier 
phases of Semitic, or indeed Aramaic, are by and large no longer relevant for Syriac, with 
the possible exception of C. Many roots have a causative form with a transparent mean-
ing, but not all C forms are causative. For example:

G ktab ‘he wrote’; Gt ʔetkteb ‘it was committed to writing’ < √ktb.
D mallel ‘he spoke’; Dt ʔetmallal ‘it was said’ < √mll.
C ʔanhar ‘it gave light’; Ct ʔettanhar ‘he was enlightened’ < √nhr.

All stems have full paradigms with the TAM described in §4.6.2 (numbers 1–2). See 
Table 25.19 for a comparison of the primary forms of all stems.

4.6.4 Non-finite forms

All stems have additionally three types of deverbal nouns: participle, infinitive and agent 
noun. Only for G are these three forms based on distinct morphological patterns; all other 
stems use the active participle as the basis for all deverbal nouns.

The participles and the agent noun have the distribution and syntax of an adjective, 
namely, they can modify nouns and follow the same agreement rules as adjectives. The 
infinitive can be used as a verbal complement or as a substantive, and takes possessive 
suffixes.

Table 25.19 provides the basic forms of verbs and deverbal nouns for all verb stems.

TABLE 25.18 THE VERBAL STEMS

g “BASic” d “intenSive” c “cAUSAtive”

Active R1R2aR3 (ktab), R1R2eR3 (dḥel) R1aR2R2eR3 (mallel) ʔaR1R2eR3 (ʔanhar)
Pass-Reciproc ʔetR1R2eR3 (ʔetkteb) ʔetR1aR2R2aR3 (ʔetmallal) ʔettaR1R2aR3 (ʔettanhar)

TABLE 25.19 PRIMARY FORMS

G Gt D Dt C Ct

sc qṭal, qṭel ʔetqtel qaṭṭel ʔetqaṭṭal ʔaqṭel ʔettaqṭal
pc neqṭol, neqṭal netqṭel nqaṭṭel netqaṭṭal naqṭel nettaqṭal
imp qṭol etqṭel qaṭṭel ʔetqaṭṭal ʔaqṭel ʔettaqṭal
ptcp.act qɔṭel metqṭel mqaṭṭel metqaṭṭal maqṭel mettaqṭal
ptcp.pass qṭil mqaṭṭal maqṭal
inf meqṭal metqṭɔlu mqaṭṭɔlu metqaṭṭɔlu maqṭɔlu mettaqṭɔlu
agent noun qɔṭolɔ metqaṭlɔnɔ mqaṭṭlɔnɔ metqaṭṭəlɔnɔ maqṭalɔnɔ mettaqṭlɔnɔ
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4.6.5 Weak roots

Verbs may exhibit different forms if one or more of their root radicals is a pharyn-
geal, glide, /n/ or less often /r/. In addition, verbs whose second and third radicals 
are identical behave irregularly. The following is a brief review of the main points of  
interest:

R1=n roots: Following a regular sound rule n > C/_C, the pc of most I – n roots shows 
assimilation of R1 to R2, e.g., teppoq ‘you will leave’ from √npq. In the G imp, the 
/n/ is missing from most I – n verbs: poq ‘leave!’.

R1=y roots: Most of these roots show regular phonological results (e.g., yə > i). In the 
roots √ytb ‘sit’ and √ydʕ ‘know’, however, the initial /y/ assimilates to the follow-
ing consonant in the same environment as /n/: iteb ‘he sat’ but netteb ‘he will sit’ 
(√ytb). Likewise, in the G imp the initial /y/ is missing, e.g., teb ‘sit!’.

R1=R2 (“geminate”) roots: These show a number of unexpected behaviors. In the G 
sc they reflect metathesis, thus bazz > baz ‘he plundered’ (instead of expected 
**bzaz). The G participle has two different patterns: msg absolute bɔʔez ‘plun-
dering.msg’, as if the root is √bwz, but all other forms show the expected form, 
thus bɔzzin ‘plundering.mpl’. In the G pc and infinitive, R1 is geminated, instead 
of the expected R2, e.g., nebbzun ‘they will plunder’ (instead of **nebzzun), and 
mebbaz ‘to plunder’ (instead of **mebzaz).

4.7 Prepositions/adverbs/conjunctions

4.7.1 Position

Prepositions are always positioned before their nominal dependent, which can be a noun, 
pronoun, demonstrative or relative marker.

4.7.2 Derivation

Most Syriac prepositions are based on construct nouns, except l ‘to’, b ‘in’ and men 
‘from’. Some prepositions have a different pattern depending whether their object is a 
noun or a suffixed pronoun, for example, ʔak ‘like’ + nouns, but ʔakwat + pronouns; 
tḥet ‘under’ + nouns, but tḥot + pronouns. Apart from these, the main prepositions are as 
follows.

baynɔt ‘between’
belʕad ‘without’
bestar ‘behind’
bɔtar ‘after’
dlɔ ‘without’

lwɔt ‘with, towards’
luqbal ‘against’
ʕad ‘until, up to’
ʕal ‘on’
ʕam ‘with’

men blay ‘wothout
meṭṭul ‘because of’
qdɔm ‘before’
ṣed ‘with, towards’

Most adverbs are prepositional phrases, e.g., l-ʕal ‘above’, mekkel (<*men-kel) ‘now’. 
There are a few lexical adverbs, e.g., hɔššɔ ‘now’, ʔeštqad ‘last year’, kaddu ‘already’; all 
of these are fossilized prepositional phrases or noun phrases. Beyond these adverbs, most 
of which were inherited from the proto-language, Syriac has two productive strategies 
to form adverbs. Any adjective can be used as an adverb in its basic, uninflected form, 
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namely msg absolute, for example, qallil ‘a little bit’, biš ‘badly’, etc. Additionally, Syriac 
has a suffix which allows the derivation of an adverb from any nominal form: adjective 
> adverb: šappirɔʔit ‘beautifully’; substantive > adverb: ʔalɔhɔʔit ‘divinely’; participle > 
adverb: mṭaššyɔʔit ‘hidden’ (Butts 2010).

4.7.3 Conjunctions

The basic conjunctions are w- ‘and’, ʔaw ‘or’, ʔɔp ‘also’, ʔellɔ ‘rather, however’. 
A few borrowed Greek conjunctions are also common: ger ‘indeed’, men ‘indeed’, 
den ‘now’.

5 SYNTAX

Syntax is where Syriac differs most from other related languages, and where it shows 
grammatical innovations.

5.1 Word order

The order of subject and predicate in the verbal sentence is fairly free, as the subject is 
encoded in the morphology of the verb. The order of the constituents in the nominal sen-
tence is mostly Predicate-Subject, where the subject is typically a clitic subject pronoun, 
except in the case of 3rd person subjects, where an overt subject pronoun is not obligatory 
(Goldenberg 1983). An additional nominal subject may occur appositionally either before 
the predicative core or after it.

Other phrases in Syriac invariably have the order Head-Dependent. For example,

PP ʔak hɔde
 like  dem.msg

 ‘Like this’.

N–N reḥmat ʔalɔhɔ
 love.fsg.cst  god.msg

 ‘Love of god, i.e., faith, religion’.

N–Adj qullɔs-e rawrb-e
 praise.m-pl  many-mpl

 ‘Many praises’.

N–Rel ʔɔtw-ɔtɔ hɔllen d=mestaʕr-ɔn
 sign.f-pl  dem.pl  rel=happen.ptcp-fpl

 ‘The signs that take place’.

The demonstrative typically stands before the constituent it modifies (§4.2):

haw matlɔ d=zizɔn-e
dem.msg  tale.msg  rel=tare.m-pl

‘That parable of the weeds’.
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5.2 Types of predication

Syriac has two main types of predication: verbal, where the predicate is a finite verb, and 
nominal, where the predicate is a substantive, adjective, participle, adverb or preposi-
tional phrase. For example:

Verbal predication:
nɔš men ʔabɔ-hɔtɔ ḥzet
man.msg  from  father.msg-pl  see.sc.1sg

‘I saw one of the fathers’.

Nominal predication:
hɔllen ʔennen  sɔʕurw-ɔtɔ d=alɔhɔ
dem.pl  copmpl doing.m-pl  rel=god
‘These are the actions of god’.

Syriac additionally has an existential particle (exist), ʔit, and its negative variants, lɔ 
ʔit/layt, which are primarily used to mark possession, existence and, when inflected for 
person, copula (see inflection in Table 25.17). When used in possessive predication, the 
possessor is marked with the preposition l- (2msg in the example), and the possessum 
(meddem) is left unmarked, for example:

ʔit l=ɔk meddem b=reʕyɔn-ɔk
exist  to=2msg.poss  something  in=idea.m-2msg.poss

‘You have an idea’.

Some participles take non-canonical subject; these belong to a small, close set of 
non-agentive participles, most commonly ‘it is befitting’, zɔdeq ‘it behooves’, yɔyɔ ‘it 
is appropriate’. The subject experiencer is introduced via the preposition l-. This type of 
predication typically expresses modality (Pat-El 2018). For example:

lɔ zɔdeq l=eh d=ne-dḥal
neg  be.right.ptcp.3msg  to=3msg.poss  rel=3m-fear.pc

‘He should not be afraid’.

In addition, the perfect can also be expressed with a non-canonical subject, where the 
predicate is a passive participle:

qre-n l=ɔk ktɔb-e
read.ptcl.pass-mpl  to=2msg  book.m-pl

‘Have you read the books?’

Cleft in Syriac is not expressed by subordination, but rather by attaching a clitic 3msg 
pronoun -u to the logical subject (Goldenberg 1983).

ʔatt=u yɔheb ṣlotɔ l=aylen da=mṣalle-n
2msg=foc  give.ptcp.msg  prayer.fsg  to=dem.mpl  rel=pray.ptcp-mpl

‘It is you who give prayer to those who pray’.
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5.3	 Definiteness

The inherited Aramaic definite article (*ɔ < *-aː < *-aʔ) is no longer functional as a 
definite article. The default form of substantives contains the suffixed article, now a mere 
marker of their category, thus ktɔbɔ could be ‘book’, ‘a book’ or ‘the book’ depending on 
context. The absolute form may be used in some cases, but it is syntactically conditioned 
and does not carry any synchronic reference to definiteness. Positions which favor the 
absolute are, for example, after numerals, after the preposition dlɔ ‘without’ and after the 
quantifier kul ‘all’. Adjectives still maintain an absolute for regular functions, most nota-
bly in predicative position, for example: raḥḥiq-in=waw far-mpl=be.sc.3mpl ‘they were 
far’, and as an adverb (see §4.7.2).

Definiteness, however, can be marked syntactically. A definite noun phrase is 
made overtly definite through an agreement pronoun, which can either be suffixed 
to the head of the noun phrase or be independent, in which case it can be a demon-
strative or a 3rd person pronoun. The preceding pronoun, traditionally called pro-
leptic pronoun, is in agreement with the following substantive (Pat-El 2012). For 
example:

• Definite objects of verbs:

w=kad qabbl-ɔh=wɔ Yešuʕ l=eggartɔ
and=when  receive.sc.3msg-3fsg.obj=pst  Jesus  obj=letter.fsg

‘And when Jesus had received the letter’.

• Definite objects of prepositions:

b=ɔh b=šɔʕtɔ
in=3fsg.poss  in=time.fsg

‘At the time’.

ʕl-aw d=Adday
on-3msg.poss  rel=Addai
‘About Addai’.

• Definite genitive construction:

ʕuhdɔnay-hen d=mardw-ɔtɔ
memory.mpl-3fpl.poss  rel=punishment.f-pl

‘The memories of the punishments’.

• Definite subject:

yɔdaʕ=wɔ hu ʔAdday
know.ptcp.msg=pst  pro.3msg  Addai
‘Addai knew’.

Definiteness can also be marked contextually, without any marker.

men malpɔn-e qadmɔy-e da-b-leššɔnɔ suryɔyɔ ʔetḥzi ʔit-aw(hy)
from teacher.m-pl first-mpl rel-in-tongue Syrian see.pass.3msg cop-3msg

‘He is one of the first teachers known in the Syriac language’.
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5.4 Synthetic/analytic

The main analytic structures are used for TAM in the verbal system, and for possession 
in the nominal system.

5.4.1 Analytic constructions in the verbal system

The verb hwɔ ‘to be’ in its enclitic inflected form (pst) is used in several constructions 
with inflected verbs and participles. It inflects for gender-number-person and marks either 
a relative past or Aktionsart (see §4.6.1 for examples). Analytic verbal forms in which 
hwɔ is used appear in Table 25.20.

The existential marker (exist), in its function both as a possessive predicate and as 
copula, typically takes an uninflected =wɔ as a past tense marker:

ʔit=wɔ l=ɔh ʔamtɔ
exist=pst  to=3fsg.poss  maid.fsg

‘She had a maid’.

The perfect can be expressed by the passive participle where the agent is marked as a 
non-canonical subject, typically through the preposition l-:

qre-n l=ɔk ktɔb-e
read.ptcp.pass-mpl  to=2msg.poss  book.m-pl

‘Have you read the books?’

Nominal direct objects are usually marked with the preposition l- ‘to’, though a verbal 
object may be unmarked, in which case it is unspecified for definiteness:

qabbel-t ktib-ɔtɔ
receive.sc-1sg  write.ptcp.pass-fpl

‘I have received letters/the letters’.

In general, the marking of pronominal objects is synthetic. With the exception of the 3rd 
person plural, pronominal objects of verbs are suffixed rather than marked with an exter-
nal object marker. If the nominal object is definite, it may be marked by a variety of ways.

• Basic definite pattern (V l=N/Pron):

n-ḥabbel l=Orišlem
3m-destroy.pc  obj=Jerusalem
‘He will destroy Jerusalem’.

TABLE 25.20 ANALYTIC VERBAL FORMS

BASicf reSUlting fUnction exAmPle

Suffix conjugation Pluperfect/past background kad ettiled=wɔ ‘when he was born’
when bear.sc.pass.3msg=pst.3msg

Prefix conjugation Present iterative kad n-ezal=wɔ ‘whenever he comes’
when 3m-come.pc=pst.3msg

Active participle Past iterative mappq-in=waw ‘they were bringing out’
go.out.ptcp-mpl=pst.3mpl
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• Expanded definite pattern (V-Proni l=Ni):

ʔaḥud-ih hakkel  l=hɔy maḥzitɔ špi-tɔ
grasp.imp.2msg-3msg  adv obj=dem.fsg  mirror.fsg  clear-fsg

‘Therefore, hold on to this clear mirror’.

5.4.2 Analytic constructions in the nominal system

Dependency (annexation, construct) between two nouns, or between a noun and pronoun, 
can be marked directly, namely, when the head is in construct state, e.g., qɔl zmir-ɔtɔ 
sound.msg.cst song.f-pl ‘the sound of melodies’; typically, however, this construction 
is reserved for theological terminology, archaic language and frozen expressions (Brock 
1997). More commonly, the relationship between two nouns is marked with analytic con-
structions, all based on the relative particle d-, depending on the perceived definiteness or 
specificity of the nouns involved:

• Basic pattern (N d=N):

ktib-ɔtɔ d=ḥasyut-ɔk
write.ptcp.pass-fpl  rel=holiness.fsg-2msg.poss

‘The letters of your holiness’.

• Definite (N-proni d=Ni):

br-eh d=alɔhɔ
son.msg-3msg.poss  rel=god.msg

‘The son of god’.

• Definite (N dil=Proni d=Ni):

episqɔpɔ qaddišɔ dil=ɔh d=huparkiyɔ
bishop.msg  holy.msg  gen=3fsg.poss  rel=province.fsg

‘The holy bishop of the province’.

• Definite and specific (Ni Demi d-N):

maʕbartɔ hɔy d=Iriḥu
crossing.fsg  dem.fsg  rel=Jericho
‘The crossing of Jericho’.

The independent possessive marker dil is used to mark the pronominal genitive comple-
ment of substantives, primarily (but not exclusively) those which cannot formally take a 
possessive pronoun, mostly loan words:

ʔusyas dil=hon
estate.mpl  gen=3mpl.poss

‘Their resources’.

It can also be substantivized:

dil=an dil=eh ʔitaw=wɔ
gen=1pl.poss  gen=3msg.poss  cop.3msg=pst

‘Ours was his’.
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Definite objects of prepositions show a similar set of patterns, with proleptic pronoun in 
agreement with the object which in turn is introduced via d= or dil=:

• Prep-Proni d/dil=Ni:

lwɔt=an dil=an
toward=1pl.poss  gen=1pl.poss

‘Toward us’.

menn=ɔh da=mdittɔ
from=3fsg.poss  rel=city.fsg

‘From the city’.

In a less common pattern the preposition is repeated, first with the proleptic pronoun and 
then with the noun itself:

b=eh b=hɔnɔ zabnɔ qašyɔ
in=3msg.poss  in=dem.msg  time.msg  hard.msg

‘At this difficult time’.

5.5 Subordination

All subordinated sentences must be introduced with the relative particle d-. The anteced-
ent is typically represented in the relative clause as a pronoun, with the occasional excep-
tion of the direct object. In the following example, the head noun riše ‘chapters’, is 
represented as the object of the preposition b-hon ‘in them’.

šɔlm-in=nan riš-e hɔllen d=idiʕtɔ
complete.ptcp-mpl=1pl  head.m-pl  dem.pl rel=knowledge.fsg

d=sim b=hon ḥaylɔ rabbɔ
rel=put.ptcp.pass.msg in=3mpl power.msg  great.msg

‘We have completed the chapters on knowledge in which there is great understanding’.

Relative clauses whose antecedent is definite may be additionally preceded by a demon-
strative or an inflected interrogative (see §4.3) in agreement with the antecedent (Pat-El 
2010).

kalbɔ den ḥad ʔukkɔmɔ ʔid-eh d=yamminɔ
dog.msg  adv  one.msg  black.msg  hand.fsg-3msg.poss  rel=right.fsg.abs

hɔy d=arim ʕal  Yihudɔ  šqil=wɔ
dem.fsg rel=lift.sc.3msg  on Judas take.ptcp.pass.msg=pst

‘A black dog picked up the right hand which [the man] raised against Judas’.

Adverbial subordination is based on a variety of prepositions and nouns followed by the 
relative particle, for example bɔtar d- ‘after’, ʔatar d- ‘where’, etc. (Pat-El 2008). Even the 
protasis in conditional sentences may be introduced by this particle, ʔen d- or ʔen hu d-.

w=men maḥšulɔ  lɔ nɔpel meṭṭul da=sleq
and=from  storm neg  fall.ptcp.msg  because  rel=go.up.sc.3msg
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l=eh benyɔn-eh ʕal  šuʕɔ d=kipɔ šarrir-tɔ
to=3msg  building-3msg  on rock  rel=stone.f  true-fsg

‘He does not fall on account of the tempest, because his building had been built upon 
the rock of the true Stone’.

Direct and indirect speech are likewise marked with the relative particle, whether or not 
they are introduced by a verb of speech. In the case of direct speech, this marking is not 
obligatory, but very common.

Direct speech:
lɔ ger šemšɔ memmətum ʔɔmar d=lɔ sɔleq=nɔ
neg adv sun.msg adv say.ptcp.msg rel=neg rise.ptcp.msg=1sg

b-ʕedɔn-(y)
in-time-1sg.poss

‘The sun does not say: I will not rise at my usual time’.

Indirect speech:
ʔɔp hennen ṣebw-ɔtɔ d=emr-et da=b=puqdɔn-e  qɔym-ɔn
adv  dem.fpl  thing.f-pl  rel=say.sc-1sg  rel=in=rule-pl stand-fpl

‘Also these things which I have said that they follow rules’.

5.6 Negation

Negation in Syriac is more complicated than in other Aramaic dialects. Canonical pred-
icates, like verbs, adjectives, participles and the existential and copula ʔit, are negated 
with the common Semitic particle lɔ. The negation is typically closer to the predicate. 
Nominal negation (‘without’) is dlɔ.

w=lɔ sepqat ʕaynɔ  d=tarʕit-(y) l=metbaqqiw
and=neg  be.enough.sc.3fsg  eye.f rel=mind-1sg  to=understand.inf

‘My intelligence is not sufficient to understand’.

w=lɔ ʔit-aw meddem priš men meddem
and=neg  cop-3msg  something  separate.ptcp.pass.msg  from  something
‘One thing is not separated from another’.

Non-canonical predicates, for example, prepositional phrases, clauses etc., are negated 
with lɔ with a following inflected perfect form of the verb hwɔ ‘to be’, although the sen-
tence’s tense remains present.

hɔllen ger lɔ hway d=šulṭɔn-eh d=barnɔsɔ
dem.fpl  adv  neg  be.sc.3fpl  rel=control-3mpl  rel=man.m
‘These are out of the man’s control’.

An uninflected complex negation lɔ=wɔ or law is used to negate cleft sentences, whose 
predicate is marked with clitic -w/u (§5.2) (Pat-El 2006).

law l=barnɔšɔ mṣalle=att
neg  to=man.msg  pray.ptcp.msg=2msg

‘It is not to a human being that you are praying’.
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6 LEXICON

The lexicon of Syriac shows many borrowings from Indo-European languages, especially 
Greek, but Latin and Middle Persian are also attested (Ciancaglini 2008). Some of these 
loan words should be dated to an earlier phase than Syriac. The abundance of lexical bor-
rowing is a result of a number of factors: Syriac was the language of the Eastern Christian 
church, whose canon was partly translated from Greek; additionally the dialect of Edessa, 
a Hellenized city in Syria, became the literary norm and spread both direct borrowings and 
calques. The heavy Greek influence on this dialect sets it apart from most other contempo-
rary dialects (Butts 2016). For more innovation in the Aramaic lexicon see Kogan (2015).

FIGURE 25.1  A PAGE OF A SYRIAC NEW TESTAMENT LECTIONARY. BORGIA SYRIAC 
MANUSCRIPT 13 (13TH CENTURY), VATICAN LIBRARY

Open source: Wikimedia.
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7 SAMPLE TEXT

An introduction to the Chronicles of Joshua the Stylite

This short section is the beginning of a letter to Sergius, an abbot of a monastery in Edessa, 
where Joshua recounts events in the region dating to the beginning of the 6th century ce 
(possibly 506). This section deals with the reasons to commit the history of the Christians 
in the region to writing, before Joshua turns to their lengthy description. The text was pub-
lished by William Wright in 1882, and was reprinted in 2003 by Gorgias Press.

qabbel-t ktib-ɔtɔ d=ḥasyut-ɔk rɔḥm-at
receive.sc-1sg  writing.f-pl  rel=holiness.f-2msg  loving.ptcp-fsg.cst

l-alɔhɔ. hɔllen da=b=hen pqad-t l-i d=e-ktob
to-god dem.pl rel=in=3fpl order.sc-2msg to-1sg rel=1sg-write.pc

l=ɔk ʔak  da=l=ʕuhdɔn d=emmat ʔetɔ qamṣɔ
to=2msg  as rel=to=record  rel=when  come.sc.3msg  locust.m

w=emmat šemšɔ  ḥšek w=emmat hwɔ
and=when  sun.m be.dark.sc.3msg  and=when  be.sc.3msg

zawʕɔ w=kapnɔ w=mawtɔnɔ wa=qrɔbɔ d=Rumɔyy-e
quake.m  and=hunger.m  and=plague.m  and=battle.m  rel=Greek-pl

wa=d=Pɔrsɔyy-e. ʕam hɔllen  den ʔɔp qullɔs-e
and=rel=Persian-pl  with  dem.pl but  also  praise.m-pl

rawrəb-e da=ʕl-ay škiḥ-in=waw b=hen hɔnnon
great-mpl  rel=on-1sg  find.ptcp.pass-mpl=pst.3mpl  in=3fpl  dem.mpl

da=b=kuḥḥɔdɔ rabbɔ ʔaqimu-n bet l=i
rel=in=shame.m  great.m  raise.sc.3mpl-1sg  between  to=1sg

wa=l=napš(y) b=yad d=aplɔ ḥad men=hon
and=to=soul.f-1sg  in=hand.f  rel=even  one  from=3mpl

škiḥ lwāt-(y) ba=ʕbɔdɔ ṣbe-t den
find.ptcp.pass.msg  toward-1sg   in=reality.m  want.sc-1sg  but

ʔenɔ  d=e-ktob ʔaylen d=b=ɔk w=lɔ
1sg rel=1sg-write.pc  dem.mpl  rel=in=2msg  and=neg

sepq-at ʕaynɔ d=tarʕit(y) l=metbaqqiw
be.sufficient.sc-3fsg  eye.f  rel=mind-1sg  to=understand.inf

wa=l=meḥze ʔak  d=it-eh l=estɔlɔ d=tadmur-tɔ
and=to=see.inf  as rel=cop-3msg  to=garment.f  rel=wonder-f

da=zqar l=ɔk w=albeš-ɔk
rel=weave.sc.3msg  to=2msg  and=dress.sc.3msg-2msg
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ṣebyɔn-ɔk kašširɔ.
will.m-2msg able.msg

‘I received the letters of Your Holiness, a friend to the Lord, in which you have requested 
that I write to you, as a type of record, about the time that the locust arrived and the sun 
darkened and there were earthquake, hunger and plague, and a war between the Greeks 
and the Persians. On top of these, there were also great praises of me in them [= the let-
ters], which filled me personally with great embarrassment, because I possess not even 
one of them in reality. I wanted to write those (praises) about you, but my intelligence, 
such that it is, cannot comprehend and observe the wonderful garment which your able 
resolution had weaved for you and adorned you.’
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